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LOS ANGELES, CA, April 5, 2021 – Giroux Glass, Inc has become the latest glazing contractor to meet the
high standards set by the North American Contractor Certification (NACC) program. NACC endorsement
provides architectural glass and metal contractors with certification recognition through a third-party and
in-depth evaluation of business practices, creating an objective and professional baseline for competency
and adherence to industry-accepted guidelines. Qualified subcontractors earn the NACC credential through
a time-intensive evaluation process in which they must demonstrate their proficiency in five areas: business
practices, safety, glazing processes, contract administration, and quality.
Giroux Glass becomes only the 36th glazing contractor in the country to meet the demanding requirements
for the credential, which is the result of a qualification process that began in 2014. A dozen additional
companies are currently undergoing the thorough process to become certified. At this time, however, no
other companies that have received the certification are based in Los Angeles, where Giroux Glass is
headquartered, or located within the states of Arizona or Nevada, where Giroux Glass operates additional
company sites.
Official recognition of having met NACC standards greatly benefits glazing customers and general
contractors. It immediately identifies to all potential project partners those glazing companies who will
ensure high quality, consistency and competence in their work. It also greatly minimizes the risks that can
often accompany working with a contractor for the first time, validating that the contractor in question has
the processes and procedures in place to consistently meet exacting standards.
For more information on the NACC program, and to refer to the company’s status on the alphabetical listing
of certified companies, please visit https://www.naccprogram.com/.
###
About Giroux Glass, Inc.

Giroux Glass, Inc., is a glass, glazing and architectural metals contracting company that operates branches
in Los Angeles, Fresno, San Bernardino, and Orange County, California; Las Vegas, Nevada; and Phoenix,
Arizona. The company caters to commercial, residential and retail sectors, and applies the latest cuttingedge technologies and best practices to its work with a variety of CAD and repair services, tenant
improvements, and panel fabrication projects.
Giroux Glass was founded in Los Angeles in 1946, became 100% employee owned in 2017, and celebrates
its 75th anniversary this year. The company has completed countless projects since its inception, including
work on such landmarks as the Skywalk at the Grand Canyon, the Getty Museum, the Staples Center,
CityCenter, Allegiant Stadium, and most hotels and casinos on the Las Vegas Strip.
Follow Giroux Glass, Inc. online at www.girouxglass.com and on LinkedIn.

